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NOTES ON SOME EARLY PRINTED
MAPS OF SUSSEX AND THEIR
MAKERS; WITH SPECIAL REFER-
ENCE TO THOSE IN THE WORTH-
ING REFERENCE LIBRARY.
[AVING regard to their great impor-
tance, it is strange that Sussex, in
common with a number of other
English counties, has hitherto not
produced a monograph dealing with
its maps. This is the more remarkable when it is
borne in mind what a mine of information is con-
veyed to the historian, archaeologist, geographer,
geologist, bibliographer and philologist through
the medium of old maps and charts.
Recognising the importance of the subject, the
Committee of the Worthing Public Library has
secured a few of the earlier printed maps for the
' Sussex Collection,' which is housed in that
institution.
In many of these early maps certain present-day
places of importance, such as Worthing, are not
even shown, while the spelling of others is so
different from that which now obtains as to be
hardly recognisable; for instance, in the Speed
map of 161 o the places of friendly rivalry known
to-day as Worthing, Brighton and Eastbourne,
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appeared as *Woortinge,' 'Brighthemston' and
• Ebourn,' but the story of these changes, though
of great interest, is not the purpose of the present
article.
In one or two instances county lists of maps and
charts have been published, and as in many Cases
these old maps were published for all the counties,
the references they contain have been of great
value in the compilation of these notes.
Special reference must be made to * A Descrip-
tive catalogue of the printed maps of Wiltshire
from 1576 to the publication of the 25 inch ord-
nance Survey 1885 by T. Chubb,'and a similar
work dealing with the * Printed maps by Glouces-
tershire, 1577-1911,' by the same author; to
' Hertfordshire maps' and * Notes on British and
Irish itineraries and road-books' by Sir Herbert
G. Fordham; • Early maps of Cheshire' and * Early
maps of Lancashire and their makers' by W.
Harrison; and 'East Yorkshire history in plan and
chart' by T. Sheppard. I am also indebted to
Mr. George Goode, of the Cambridge University
Library, for information he has sent me respecting
the Sussex maps in that institution.
The earliest existing map showing any part of
Great Britain occurs in the *Pcutinger Table,'
which was probably made in the twelfth century.
Only the south-east coast of England was shown
in this map. This portion was reproduced in
*Gough's British Topography,' 1780. The map
of Britain attributed to Richard of Cirencester is
now known to be a forgery, but in a manuscript of
17 Matthew of Paris's History, really of the thirteenth
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century, is a genuine map of Britain, which has also
been reproduced in ' Gough's British Topography.'
The earliest engraved modern map of the British
Isles as a whole is one published by George Lilly at
Rome in 1546.
The first engraved map of England and Wales is
by Humphrey Lloyd, 1573, but the first actual
survey of the English counties was made by
Christopher Saxton. The next important atlas to
Saxton's was that of John Speed, which was pub-
lished in 1611. Till 1773 (when Andrews and
Drury's maps appeared) most of the map makers
based their work upon those of Saxton and Speed;
and Andrews and Drury's served until the Ordnance
Survey of 1801.
But to return to the specific subject of Sussex
maps. Most of the maps in the Worthing Collec-
tion described in this article were published, not as
our present day maps are, in separate sheets or
sections, but as part of the atlases and topographical
works that were popular from the sixteenth to the
eighteenth centuries.
In many Ihstanccs these complete publications
have become very scarce, and as is the case in the
Collection before mentioned, the County maps
have been extracted from their original publication.
As many of these maps are undated, and have
appeared in more than one publication, or as re-
prints, it has been extremely difficult to identify
them.
The glorious revival of learning and national
pride in the achievement of scholarship and adven-
ture, which marked the reign of Elizabeth, may
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have been indirectly responsible for the impetus
given to cartography towards the end of the six-
teenth century. Christopher Saxton, of whom
mention has already been made, was a Yorkshire-
man by birth. He was educated at Cambridge,
and afterwards became attached to the household
of Thomas Seckford, Master of the Requests and
of the Court of Wards. Through the influence of
Seckford, Saxton gained the patronage of the
Queen, and was granted facilities by order of the
Privy Council to survey and make maps of every
county in England and Wales. He commenced
this work in 1574, and it was not until five years
later that the work was completed and published.
It was dedicated to the Queen, and complete
copies of the Atlas have become very scarce, one
copy being sold a few years ago at Christie's for
£90. The Sussex map which appeared in this
Collection was engraved by Remigius Hogcnberg,
and Kent, Surrey and Sussex occupy one sheet only.
A revision of this map was published, corrected and
amended with many additions by Phil. Lea in 1690.
The map known as the Armada map is probably
from the * Expeditionis Hispanorum in Angliam
vcra descriptio' of 1588, and the rarest of all Sussex
maps. It is one of a scries added to Christopher
Saxton's atlas for Lord Burleigh, showing the pro-
gress of the Spanish Armada round the English
coast from Land's End to its final destruction off
Scotland and Ireland.
Unfortunately there are no copies of these maps
in our Collection (an omission it is hoped that will
be remedied in the near future); but photographic
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reproductions of these early maps will be found in
the Collection in a copy of Pike's c Sussex in the
Twentieth Century.'
One of the most interesting early maps of the
Sussex Coast is one accompanying a survey made
by Sir Thomas Palmer and Walter Covert (two
Sussex magistrates) in the year 1587. This Survey
waff undertaken with a view to prescribing pro-
tective measures to be adopted against the threatened
descent of the Spanish Armada. After more thaiv
300 years, under somewhat similar national circum-
stances, it is very interesting to turn up this old
document of proposed 'Coast Defences.' The
original document, which is on vellum, was pub-
lished in facsimile by Mark Antony Lower in 1870,
and bears the title, ' A Survey of the Coast of Sussex
made in 1587 with a view to its defence against
Foreign Invasion, and especially against the Spanish
Armada.' The work is becoming increasingly rare,
though a copy is to be found in the Worthing
Collection.
Camden's (Britannia,' the full title of which
was * Britanilia, sive Florentissimorum Regnorum
Angliae, Scotise, Hiberniae, et Insularum adjaccn-
tium ex intima an ti quit ate Chorographica De-
scriptio,' was first published in 1586; the second
edition, containing an index and other additions,
appeared in the following year; the third edition
was issued in 1590, a facsimile of which was also
published in Frankfort, and again issued in 1616.
The fourth edition is dated 1594, and the fifth,
with considerable additions relating to towns and
views of Stonehenge, was published in 1600. The
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sixth edition, which was the last to appear during
Camden's lifetime, was issued in 1607. This was
a folio volume with many additions, and the first
edition to contain County maps, which were by
Saxton and Norden. In the Worthing Collection
is a map bearing the following title, 'Sussexia sive
Southsex, olim pars Regnorum,' and measuring
15} in. by 8f in. It bears the signature 'Johanes
Norden deliniauit. Wilhel: Kip, sculpsitt.' In
1610 Philemon Holland published his translation
of the sixth edition of" Camden's * Britannia'
mentioned above, and in it reprinted the maps used
in the Latin 1607 edition. This map is probably
one of them. It shows towns, villages, parishes,
hamlets, castles, churches, parks, forests, hills
(shown pidtorially), rivers, bridges, and rapes' (dis-
tinguished by letters). In the top left-hand corner
are the arms of James I with supporters; top right-
hand corner ornamental cartouche containing title;
bottom right-hand corner an oblong ornamental
panel showing at the base the names of the author
and engraver, above which is the scale of ten miles
(the figures for the tenth mile being shown upside-
down). Surmounting the ornament is a compass
indicator, enclosed by a ring, with a fleur-de-lis
pointing to the north and a cross to the east. To
the right is the figure of a ship. At the bottom of
the map in the centre is another cartouche contain-
ing references to the rapes, and the 'caraftcrs' [sic]
1
 A rape is a division of the County comprising several hundreds.
Sussex was divided by the Normans into six rapes, Hastings,
Pevensey, Lewes, Bramber, Arundel, and Chichester, each of
which had a castle situated near the coast, and an available harbour
i r at the southern extremity.
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distinguishing the various places shown. In the
extreme left-hand corner are the figures ' i o ' o n
the map. The figure of a dolphin is shown off
Beachy Head. The border is a single line, and the
back of the map is plain.
The work of Speed closely follows that of Saxton.
John Speed was a Cheshire man, and was born
in 1552. He was the son of a member of the
Merchant Taylors' Company, to which Company
he himself was admitted in 1580. Later he at-
tracted the attention of Sir Fulke Greville, who,
impressed by Speed's considerable antiquarian
knowledge and ingenious capacity for map-drawing,
brought him to the notice of the Queen, and pro-
cured for him an allowance that he might devote
his whole time to his antiquarian pursuits. In
1611-12 he published his first complete atlas,
entitled, ' The Theatre of the Empire of Great
Britaine; Presenting an Exadt Geography of the
Kingdomes of England, Scotland, Ireland and the
Isles, adjoyning . . . By John Speed.'
It is in this collection that his well-known Sussex
map appears. It occupies pages ' 9 ' and * 1 o ' of
the Atlas. At the back page ' 9,' headed by an
ornamental scroll, and beginning with a decorated
initial letter, is a history of Sussex in ten para-
graphs. Page * 1 o ' is occupied by a list of hundreds
and rapes of Sussex in eight columns. The map
itself is beautifully engraved, and shows towns,
villages, rapes (with boundaries), hills and rivers.
Inside the top left-hand corner is a plan of Chichester,
suspended from which is a small cartouche enclosing
a key of reference to the plan. The bottom left-
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hand corner has a small cartouche containing the
scale. In the middle of the top an open book is
represented showing the title, which reads, ' Sussex
described and divided into Rapes with the situation
of Chichester the chiefe citie thereof. And the
armes of such Nobles as have bene dignified
the title of Earles since the conquest and
accidents therein observed,' beneath which If the
imprint. The top right-hand corner bears the
Royal Arms, beneath which is depicted the Battle
of Hastings; the bottom right-hand corner a car-
touche with a note on William of Normandy and
description of the Battle of Hastings. At the
bottom enclosed in an oblong cartouche are four
coats of arms of the Earls of Sussex and Arundcl,
beneath which is the signature 'Jodocus Hondius
Caelavit Anno Domini 1610.' The fleet of the
Cinque Ports is shown off Pevensey Bay. The
border is formed by two double lines, between
which is an ornamental design. The orientation is
given in the ornamental border, c North,' * South,'
' East,' * West.' The designs run into the border on
the left. This map measures 2o£ in. by 15 J in., and
formed the basis of all succeeding maps for about
a century. There was an issue of this same map
published in 1660, with the date so altered, the
alteration being easily detected on closely examining
the second * 1' in 1610.
Jodocus Hondius, mentioned as the engraver of
the Speed map of 161 o, was the son of a Flemish
engraver who took refuge in England, and set up
in London as a type-founder, engraver of maps and
charts, and maker of globes and mathematical
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instruments, but in 1594 removed to Amsterdam,
where he died in 1611, his work on some of Speed's
maps having to be completed by his two sons.
About 1599 'A Collection of 28 maps of the
counties of England and Wales' by Peter Keer was
issued. These maps were coloured, plain at the
back, and many bore Keer's name. Another
edition was published in 1617 with Latin text,
and in 1620 an English edition with the title
* England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland, Described
and Abridged with ye Historie Relation of Things
worthy Memory from a fair larger Volume. Done
by John Speed.' There is a small map in the
Worthing Collection, which, from the description
I have been able to obtain of the maps of' Glouces-
tershire' and 'Wiltshire' in the 1620 edition of
this book, comes from the same publication. It is
a small clearly printed map, measuring 4f in. by
3J in. It shows towns, some villages, churches,
rivers and bridges. The top left-hand corner con-
tains a small cartouche with the title; the top
right-hand corner another small cartouche with
the scale (shown in two rows of figures). The
figure ' 4 ' is shown in the bottom right-hand
corner. The border is formed by a double line.
On the back 'Sussex' 'Chapter III,' with text
apparently abridged from 'The Theatre of the
Empire.'
The first eighteen songs of Michael Drayton's
famous poem ' Poly-Olbion' appeared in 1612,
with a corresponding number of maps. This work
should be of great interest to Sussex people, for
not only did all the seventeenth and part of the
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eighteenth songs deal with Sussex, but the copious
annotations, accompanying the whole work, were
contributed by John Selden, who was born in the
neighbouring village of Salvington. The map
accompanying these songs is an allegorical repre-
sentation of the County of Sussex. There is no
copy of it in the Worthing Collection, but a por-
tion of the songs has been reprinted in Axon's
4
 Bygone Sussex.'
There is a break in our Collection of maps from
about 1620 to 1662, during which period I believe
a small map of Sussex appeared, engraved by Jacob
Van Langeren, in CA Direction for the English
Traviller, By which he shal be inabled to coast
about all England and Wales,' in 1635. This book
was reprinted in the following year and again in
1643^ when new maps were added. From about
this date or for some years, most of the larger maps
which were published were based on those of Speed
and were the work of Dutchmen. Jan Jansson, a
native of Arnheim, published in 1646 at Amsterdam,
' Joannis Janssonii novus atlas, sive Theatrum Orbis
Terrarum. . . .' This atlas was a large folio edition
in 4 vols. The description of England in the fourth
volume was by William Camden, and was in Latin.
Other Latin, French, German and Dutch editions
of this work appeared in quick succession. The
publisher, Jan Jansson, was connected with the family
of Hondius by his marriage with a daughter of
Jodocus Hondius (previously mentioned as the
engraver of one of Speed's Sussex maps). Upon
the death of Henry Hondius, Jansson became the
head of this well-known publishing firm.
VI T
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There is in the Worthing Collection a map
by Johannes Blaeu entitled ' Suthsexia vernacule
Sussex,' and without any imprint or signature,
which appeared in a book entitled c Geographicae
Blavianae volumen quintum quo Anglia, quae est
Europae liber undecimus, continetur,' printed in
1662. It is a beautifully engraved map measuring
20$ in. by 15^ in., and bears a certain resemblance
to the Speed map of 1610. The Royal Arms with
supporters are shown in the top left-hand corner,
surmounting an ornamental stand; in the right-
hand corner above a similar stand are shown the
Arms of Wales with supporters. At the top of
the map a banner is depicted, hanging from the
inner margin and showing the title. On either
side of it are two shields with the Arms of the
Earls of Chichester, Arundel and Sussex. The
scale is shown in the bottom left-hand corner. A
fleet of ships is shown off Pevcnsey, with four
large and three small vessels in the Channel. The
border is formed of a thick and two thin lines, with
an inner double line; and inside the border lines
'Septentrio,' 'Meridies,' 'Oriens,' and 'Occidens.'
Johannes Blaeu was a keen rival of Jansson, and
also published in Amsterdam his ' Thcatrum Orbis
Terrarum, sive Atlas novus.' This work, which
filled several large folio volumes, commenced pub-
lication in 1635, but the fourth volume, which
contained the English section, was not issued until
1648. Several other Latin editions, as well as
those in French and Dutch, were also published.
About 1671 an English engraver, Richard Blome
by name, published a collection of County maps,
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variously dated from 1667-71, most of which were
engraved by Wencesfaus Hollar, who was brought
to England from Prague by the Earl of Arundel,
and subsequently became drawing-master to the
Prince, afterwards Charles II. A second edition
of these maps appeared in 1681, entitled 'Speed's
maps Epitomiz'd.' In 1715 an uncolourcd edition
of Blomc's 1671 map of Gloucestershire appeared
in 'England exactly described etc.,' and a map
in the Worthing Collection, uncolourcd and un-
dated, but bearing the signature of Wenceslaus
Hollar, was probably issued in this same pub-
lication. There are figures on the right of both
the Wiltshire and Gloucestershire maps in this
issue, and on the top right-hand corner of the
Sussex map are the figures * 37.' This map is
dedicated 'To William Benge of Cosely wood,
Wadherst in this County, Gentleman.'
There is another map in our Collection by
Richard Blome which is undated, but is dedicated
' T o ye Rt. Honblc. Charles, Lord Buckhurst one
of Gentlemen of his Matys Bedchamber and
son and heire to ye Rt. Honbl. Ric Earle of
Dorset, Baron Buckhurst, Lord Leiutenant of this
County.' Lord Buckhurst succeeded his uncle as
4th Earl of Middlesex in 1674, and his father as
6th Earl of Dorset in 1677; therefore, as this map
is dedicated to him when Lord Buckhurst, it must
have been issued prior to 1674. It probably ap-
peared in ' Britannia; or, A Geographical Descrip-
tion of the Kingdoms of England, Scotland, and
Ireland. • . . Illustrated with a map of each county
of England. By Richard Blome. London. 1673.'
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This map was probably copied from Speed's
map of 1610. It measures 12J in. by 8 in. and
has an 8 miles scale. It shows towns, villages,
forests, rapes (with reference numbers), rivers,
bridges, churches and hills; inside top left-hand
corner ornamental border with title; top right-
hand corner cartouche with arms of Lord Buck-
hurst and dedication; bottom right-hand corner
'Table of the Rapes in Sussex.' Four ships arc
shown in the Channel. The border is formed by
a single line and the back is plain. The location
of Worthing is not indicated.
We now come to the work of Rpbert Morden.
Morden was a geographer and map maker of some
n.ote. He commenced business in London in
1668, and published a considerable number of
maps and geographical works. In 1695 certain
of his maps appeared in Gibson's translation of
Camden's ' Britannia.' In 1704 he issued a second
edition of 'The New Description and State of
England, Containing the Maps of the Counties
of England and Wales, In Fifty-Three Copper-
Plates.' The first edition of this work is believed
to have been published in 1701. Morden's maps
also appeared in Cox's ' Magna Britannia antiqua
et nova.' 6 vols. London. 1720-33. There arc
three specimens of Morden's maps in the Worthing
Collection; one from the 1695 'Britannia,' a
smaller one, measuring 8J in. by 6$ in., which I
believe appeared in his 1704 edition of ' The New
Description and State of England.' The outlines
of the rapes in this map have been coloured (by
hand), and in Cox's 'Magna Britannia' for 1730,
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vol. 5. The last mentioned map is very similar to
to the second one, except that several additional
roads are shown; one from Rye (which town is
not shown on the earlier map) to London; another
from Arundel to Horsham and London; the road
from Midhurst (which is spelt Mydhurst) to
Winchester is indicated; and one is shown from
Horsted Keynes to Lewes and Newhaven. The
main roads are carried over the county boundary
and their destination indicated. The title, border
and scale are the same, but a small compass with a
fleur-de-lys pointing to the north, and a cross to
the east, is shown inside the bottom right-hand
corner. Many more places arc shown on this
map. No mention of Worthing is given in either
of these smaller maps, but in the large 1695 one it
appears as * Worting.' Morden's maps are usually
shown to have the scales of the great, middle and
small miles. It may here be mentioned that the
small scale shown on these maps is the same as the
present British statute mile.
In 1675 John Ogilby published a large folio
volume entitled ' Britannia,' In it he set forth all
the great roads of the kingdom in columns, show-
ing all the towns and villages on the route. The
map-makers were quick to see the advantages that
would be gained for their work, if the principal
roads at least were shown on their maps. Robert
Morden was one of the first cartographers to indi-
cate the roads on his maps. His smaller and later
maps, while necessarily more limited regarding
certain information, are much more full of interest
and value in respect to roads.
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In 1720 the 'Britannia Depicta or Ogilby Im-
proved ' was published. This work was a reduction
of Ogilby's folio 'Britannia' of 1675. There was
a Sussex map issued in this publication, but I have
not been able to see a copy of it. This book passed
through many editions; the last was published in
1764.
Herman Moll, a Dutchman who settled in London
about 1698, was the next map-maker to gain a con-
siderable reputation for his maps. He was asso-
ciated with Thomas and J. Bowles in the publication
of some of his work, and in conjunction with them
published in 1724,' A New Description of England
and Wales with the adjacent Islands,' and ' A Set
of fifty new and correct maps of England and
Wales.' The Sussex map appearing in the first-
mentioned of these publications measures 10 in. by
7} in. It is a clearly engraved coloured map show-
ing the usual features, but an interesting innovation
is the representation in the margin, outside the left-
hand border of the map, of a curious engraved
stone, unearthed during the digging of a cellar in
Chichestcr in 1723, and of an arch bearing an in-
scription in Latin, now to be seen on the outside
of the south wall of the church of St. John-sub-
Castro at Lewes. Outside the right-hand margin
three Roman coins arc represented, showing the
obverse and reverse. An uncoloured reprint of this
map appeared in the same year, in the before-
mentioned c Set of fifty new and correct maps.'
Copies of both maps arc in the Worthing Collection.
A map of Sussex was published in 1724 which
has now become extremely rare. It measures
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5 ft. 2 in. by 3 ft. 5 in., and bears the following
title, 'An actual survey of the County of Sussex
divided into rapes, hundreds, and deanyres, in
which the cxatt latitude and longitude of all the
remarkable places are determin'd from observation.
Also, an accurate delineation by admeasurement of
the sea coast, roads and the rivers so far as navigable,
etc. By Rich. Budgcn 1724.' It shows engrav-
ings of the north prospect and ichnography ot
Chichester, south prospect and ichnography of
Lewes, and the Arms of the Dukes of Norfolk,
Somerset, Newcastle, Richmond, and Dorset; of
the Earls of Hartford, Tankerville, Scarborough,
Thanct, and Derby; of Lords Ashburnham and
Abergavenny, Lord Vic. Montague, and Lord V.
Irwin; Thomas Bowers, Lord Bishop of Chichester,
and Tho. Manningham, late Bishop of Chichester.
The map is dedicated to Spencer Compton, Speaker
of the House of Commons. Among other items
of interest the map indicated the sites of the then
existing ironworks, and the ornaments surround-
ing the title consisted of emblems of this old and
most important Sussex industry. This map was
republished with the turnpike roads corrected from
a Survey by J. Sprange of Tunbridge Wells, and
R. Budgeon of Frant, June 1st, 1779. A copy
of this rare 1724 map is to be seen in the library
of the Sussex Archaeological Society at Lewes.
In 1742 the 'Chorographia Britannia; or a Set
of Maps of all the Counties in England and Wales
. . .' was published. The maps were drawn by
Thomas Badcslade and engraved by William Henry
Toms. The publication is said to have been
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intended for use by George I during a tour through
England and Wales. If this statement is correct,
the maps must date back to some considerable time
prior to their publication. The maps were quite
small, only measuring five or six inches square, and
including a column on the left for a reference
table. The maps were not very accurate and the
detail scanty. The Sussex map is numbered ' 39.'
Worthing is indicated as ' Worthing shops.' We
have a copy of this work.
Following this publication (of which there were
several editions) came a number of small maps, in
octavo volumes, of which may be mentioned
Dodsley's * Geography of England,' * The Agree-
able Historian,' ' Geographia magnae Britanniae,'
and ' The small English Atlas.' The edition of the
last mentioned work, appearing in 1753, contain-
ing maps by John Rocque, and one measuring
7$ in. by 6 | in., is at Worthing. It shows towns,
principal villages, forests, rapes, main roads and
rivers. Many of the magazines appearing about
this time were illustrated by maps, but the carto-
graphy of the first half of the eighteenth century
shows but very little improvement on the earlier
work, the maps were much smaller and contained
less detail. About 1753, however, Thomas Kitchen,
Emanuel Bowen, and others began a series of county
maps, which were afterwards collected and re-
published in * The Large English Atlas; or, A New
Set of Maps of all the Counties in England and
Wales.' In the Worthing Collection is a map by
Emanuel Bowen, entitled * An accurate map of the
County of Sussex. Divided into its Rapes, Dcanries
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and Hundreds. Drawn froni Surveys . . . By
Emanuel Bowen.' The map is undated, but bears
the imprint, * Printed for Robrt. Saycrs in Fleet
Street, John Bowles in Cornhill and Carington
Bowles in St. Paul's Churchyard.' The map
measures twenty-seven and three-eighths inches by
twenty and a quarter, and is numbered * 35 '
outside the top right-hand corner. The title
appears at the top left-hand corner, inside an
elaborate pictorial ornament. To the right of the
title * The Ichnography of Lewes' is shown with a
list of the reftories in Lewes. Inside the top
right-hand corner is another elaborate ornament
containing the Dedication, which reads: * To His
Grace Algernon Duke of Somerset, Lord Lieu-
tenant and Custos Rotulorum of the County of
Sussex. This map is humbly dedicated by his
Grace's most obedt. and devoted servt. Emanuel
Bowen.' This ornamentation is surmounted by
the arms of the Duke of Somerset. To the left
of it is * The Ichnography of Chichester' and a list
of vicariges [sic] and reftories in the city. Inside
the bottom left-hand corner is a note on Budgeon
and Whiston, and Renshaw's Surveys. The north
prospect of Chichester and the south prospect of
Lewes are also shown, and the * Explanation'
appears at the bottom of the map in the centre.
The scale is shown above * The South prospect of
Lewes.' There arc historical notes filling up the
vacant spaces on the map. The hundreds are
edged with various colours. The earliest edition
of this map appears to have been published in 1753,
although the fact that it is dedicated to Algernon,
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Duke of Somerset, and the seventh duke of that
name died in 1750, suggests that it was engraved
during his life, and therefore some time before 1753.
From information kindly supplied by Mr. Goodc
of a similar map in his charge I gather that the
imprint of the first edition was € Sold by J. Tinney
at the Golden Lyon in Fleet Street London 1753.'
John Tinney was established in Fleet Street in 1760,
and is mentioned as one of the publishers of 'The
Large English Atlas' which appeared at that date
and must be the source from which the map in
our collection has been taken. Bowen's large map
passed through several editions between 1760 and
1785; in addition to his large atlases he published
a considerable number of smaller maps, most of
which were based upon his larger work. There is
an undated one at Worthing by Eman. and Thos.
Bowen, measuring 9 in. by 12$ in., which was pro-
bably issued in the 'Atlas Anglicanus; or, a Com-
plete Sett of Maps of the Counties of South Britain,'
published in 1767. It is very full of detail, and numer-
ous historical notes are shown inside the border.
G. Slade Butler in his ' Topographica Sussexiana,'
1863, mentions • A correct map for the County of
Sussex by Charles Pine, 1730, with an ichnography
and N. Prospect of Chichcster, and an ichnography
and S. Prospect of Lewes'; he then goes on to
mention ' A later map by Emanuel Bowen, with
the same plans and views. I have not seen a copy
of this map by Pine, but the second mentioned map
is undoubtedly the one already described.
Towards the end of the eighteenth century a
new era of map-making began. Surveying as an
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art was now beginning to make rapid progress, and
publishers were forced to realize that their adapta-
tions of Saxton's and Speed's work no longer met
the growing demands of their patrons.
About the year 1778 the first sheet of an actual
topographical survey of the County of Sussex by
T. Yeakcll and W. Gardner (both of Chichester)
appeared. This map, which was upon a scale of
two inches to a statute mile, was engraved in
France. Three other sheets dealing with the
coast line were completed when the work was
abandoned. In 1795, the geographer, Fadcn,
brought out a map of the county in three sheets,
based upon Yeakell and Gardner's survey, but on
the reduced scale of one inch to the mile. Gardner
and Yeakell also commenced • A topographical
map of the County of Sussex, divided into rapes,
deanries and hundreds; planned from an actual
survey by a scale of one inch to a statute mile,
completed by Thomas Gream,' 1795. A second
edition of this map appeared, and was followed by
a third edition in 1829. Thomas Gream also
published several other maps of the county; one,
reduced from the large survey and upon a scale of
two and a half miles to an inch, appeared in 1799
and in several later editions.
John Cary was an engraver and printseller, whose
work is associated with this period. In 1783 he
was settled in business in the Strand, and prior to
this date he had already published some of his
work in 'A Plan of the Navigable Canals made
and now making in England,' 1779. In 1791 he
removed from 188 to 181 the Strand, where he
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remained for over thirty years; in 1824 his address
was given as '86 St. James Street, near the Palace.'
Sir H. G. Fordham states that 'Cary's work
marks an epoch in the cartographical art as deve-
loped in England.' His maps are distinguished by
their clearness and delicacy, and are a distinct im-
provement on all previous publications. He is
believed to have published about 500 separate maps,
and his influence is felt until the present day. His
first atlas was entitled 'Cary's New and Correct
English Atlas,' and was published in. 1787, and
reprinted in 1793. There is a copy of this map,
which measures ioAin. by 8Ain., at Worthing.
It is a beautifully engraved specimen, and shows
towns, villages, parks, forests, roads (with distances
marked in figures, and the main roads are carried
across the county boundary and their destination
indicated), rivers and bridges; and the number of
members returned to Parliament is indicated by
asterisks. At the bottom of the map, towards the
centre, is a finely engraved star-indicator of the
compass, with an elongated northern point and
Cary's name at the southern point. Across the
star is an oblong shaded panel bearing the title.
Below near the border is the scale. The border is
formed by a thick and thin line, with double inner
line marked off into degrees and minutes of latitude
and longitude. Outside the border, at the bottom,
is the imprint. There are apparently two copies
of this edition, as Mr. Chubb, in his ' Maps of
Gloucestershire,' states that 'The maps in the
British Museum copy of this edition of the atlas,
with the exception of Durham, which is dated
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1793, all bear the original/date of 1787.' Sir H_ G.
Fordham, however, mentions a copy with the maps
dated 1793. The Worthing map is evidently from
the latter-mentioned edition, as it bears that date.
In 1805 Cary published 'A map of Sussex from
the best authorities.' It measures 19I in. by 13$ in.,
and is a clearly defined map, showing towns, villages,
churches, hills, parks, forests, roads, rivers, and
hundreds (with names indicated by numbers). The
number of members returned to Parliament for the
various boroughs and constituencies is indicated by
asterisks. At the bottom right-hand corner arc
the title and imprint; to the left of it the scale,
and l References to Hundreds' in three columns.
At the top right-hand corner is a star indicator of
the points of the compass. The border is formed
by a thick and a thin line, and a double inner line
marked off into degrees of latitude and longitude.
It is plain at the back, and probably first appeared
in Gough's translation of Camden's * Britannia,'
1789.
Aaron Arrowsmith, another geographer of much
note, was also associated with Cary in the prepara-
tion of many of his maps.
Some very fine specimens of maps by Andrews
and Drury were issued towards the later part of
the eighteenth century, some of them being con-
sidered the best issued prior to the Ordnance
Survey. John Andrews was born in 1736, and
died in 1809, and much of his work was published
from Andrew Drury's address in St. Martin's Lane.
A plain, rather bare-looking map of Sussex was
also issued by J. Harrison, no. 115 Newgate Street,
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ist March, 1791. It measures 17% in. by 12} in.,
and is plain at the back.
This brief review has outlined the history of the
more important Sussex maps down to the close
of the eighteenth century ; when, with the estab-
lishment of the British Ordnance Survey in 1784,
and the commencement of the Survey publication
some seventeen years later, a new era of scientific
survey and map-making came into existence.
The establishment of this government department,
which is now under the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries, and is carried on by officers and men
of the Royal Engineers, was largely responsible
for the killing of private surveying. The nature
and scope of its publications are too well known
and of too recent a date to come under the heading
of this article.
Apart from these official publications during
the nineteenth century, the improved methods of
surveying resulted in better map-produ&ion and
printing, and cheaper and more detailed maps
were issued. To-day maps are no longer regarded
as forming part of a topographical book only, for
in addition to the numberless maps found in such
publications as handbooks, guides, gazetteers, and
directories, etc., there arc geological survey maps,
botanical maps, cycling, motoring, and contour
road maps, scouting maps, medical officers' maps,
etc. The very titles or such maps suggests the
variety of detail shown upon them. As previously
mentioned, (he road maps, dating back to the
sixteenth csntury, and showing such objects along
the roads as gibbets-, beacons, churches, bridges, hills,
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and last, but not least in importance, beerhouses,
may be regarded as the direct forerunner of the
present detailed road map, for to-day motor-cars
and their owners' demands for an accurate know-
ledge of the roads arc resulting in a revival of the
old road books, and are showing such details as
hills, hotels, good and bad roads, police traps,
dangerous turnings, etc.
The present article is not put forward as in any
way approaching a complete list of the earlier
Sussex maps. As the title indicates, it has been
chiefly written with a view to describing those in
the 'Sussex Collection' of the Worthing Public
Library, where is to be seen a typical series of
early Sussex maps.
ETHEL GERARD.
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